Abstract: When attempting to compare different compression algorithms or different parameter settings of a given compression algorithm, there is a need to compare equivalent amounts of compression. Since there are several parameters that influence the actual amount of compression that occurs, it is desirable to know which set of parameters will create the least perceptual difference from the original signal for a given amount of compression. Unfortunately, there is not a well defined approach for determining the amount of compression that has been imparted to a signal. Two degree of compression metrics are proposed that can be used to determine the amount of compression by direct analysis of the audio signal before and afier compression. These metrics give excellent results in predicting the ratings of subject-based testing on the audio quality of several different audio segments across several parameter variations.
INTRODUCTION
The dynamic range compression of audio signals is characterized by a standard set of compression parameters: an 1/0 curve consisting of one or more thresholds and compression ratios, and attack and release time constants. While these parameters are a good first order approximation of the signal processing that is involved, they are by no means a complete characterization. kteractions between these parameters and the exact mechanisms by which the temporal parameters are implemented have a significant effect on the actual compression behavior applied to realworld, non-sine tone, signals (1) . Moving to a multi-band compression algorith adds even more implementationspecific influences. When attempting to compare the performance of competing compression algorithms, one cannot simply set a few key parameters to similar settings and assume that similar compression will occur. To pursue these important comparisons, a metric must be used that quantifies the dynamic variation of an audio signal.
DEFINING A DEGREE OF CO~RESSION~TRIC
The peamS ratio is frequently used to describe the variation in the dynamics of a signal. A lower ratio corresponds to less dynamic variation. This can be a misleading figure if it is applied to perceptual loudness variations. Table 1 shows the peaWS ratios of a source signal, a single channel compressor output, and a multichannel compressor output. Notice that while the overall pea~S ratio is considerably lower for the single channel compressor, (top line labeled 'Sum'), for every frequency band, the multi-band approach yie~ds a lower peamS ratio. The multi-channel compressor produces an output signal that perceptually has less dynamic variation, but in fact looks and sounds more similar to the original signal (2) .
For applications where perceptual concerns are important, a degree of compression metric should incorporate frequency bands, possibly as narrow as critical bands. The metric should also look at the signal in a time-segmented manner, since the perceived loudness of a sound depends not only on the absolute level of the signal, but on how long that level is maintained. Numerically this involves calculating the RMS level of the signal over some short window of time. The calculations are performed across time then frequency or across frequency then time. With either order, the key issue is the numeric expression of the dynamic variation of the signal. Ultimately, the goal is to characterize the entirety of the dynamic variation of a signal with a single number. When working along the time divisions, two primary approaches are used to characterize the dynamic variation. A histogram would truly characterize the dynamic behavior of a signal, and the standard deviation is the best single value to represent the distribution. The other primary approach is to divide the maximum level by the mean level. Parameter variations within the metrics included four different time windows ( 10-60ms), level calculations with logarithms, square roots, and cube roots, and six different weighings when summing across the frequency bands. These weighings are: 1) Equal, 2) Loudness Contours, 3) Maximum Level, 4) Log of(3), 5) Mean Level, 6) Log of (5). Several additional metrics, each with similar parameter variations, were also developed and evaluated. A multi-channel compression scheme with 28 bands was used to generate a set of 12 compressed stimuli (2). There were six variations in the 1/0 curve (two different levels of the limiting segment, three variations in the thresholdcompression ratio) and two level estimate/time constant variations. Four different audio segments were used: jazz, voca~guitar (James Taylor), classical (Bartok), and simultaneous female and male speakers. The 20 subjects were not known to have any hearing impairments and were from one of three groups: professional recording engineers, students in music related fields, or students in other fields. The tests consisted of paired comparisons where the subjects were asked to rate the similarity of each pair of stimuli on a scale from 50 to 100 with 100 being most similar.
The subject testing data was used to place the stimuli on a quality scale with the distances between the stimuli corresponding to the subject's scoring. An average score across all subjects was generated for each audio segment and was called the control score. Each individual subject quality scale was rated against the control score, and outlying subjects were removed. The average rating of the subjects against the control score for each audio segment was 20.4 for Jazz, 21.8 for James Taylor, 22.0 for Bartok, and 15.0 for speech. Each metric, with all parameter variations, was also rated against the control score. The performance of some of the metrics is shown in Table 2 There are several instances where a metric performs quite well on one audio segment but quite poorly on others. This demonstrates the importance of using multiple well chosen audio segments. A useful metric will need to perform well across a range of audio segments, as is the case with certain variations of metrics 21 and 13. Variations of these two metrics were clearly the best metrics. Metric 21 used the standard deviation across the time windows after summing across the frequency bands and Metric 13 used the maximum~S level divided by the mean RMS level within each band prior to summing across frequency bands.
A valid degree of compression metric, such as either of the two presented here, can be used to generate meaningful, quantitative comparisons of the compression imparted to an audio signal by any signal processing algorithm. These metrics can be useful tools for research comparing compression algorithms and determining optimal parameter sets for compression algorithms
